Crokinole Depot - Adult Skills Competition

10 shots @ 3pts/shot = 30 points max plus up to 3 BONUS
limit of 3 attempts per person, each shot can only be attempted once (templates used to set up each shot)
$2 entry fee - 100% payback (after trophy expenses) Prize money to be determined based on # of entries.
*unless stated otherwise the opposing teams buttons must be removed in order for points to be scored

1.Mickey Mouse

3pts - Double and 20
2pts - Single take out and a 20
1pt - Make the double or get a 20

2. Come Back

3pts - Takeout shooter
and stays in 15
2pts - Take out and stay in 10
1pt - Take out is made

3. Outside In

3pts- Takeout and 15
2pts - Takeout and shooter is on
10/15 line
1pt - Takeout and 10

4. Squeeze Play
3pts -Takeout and 20
2pts -Takeout and 15
1pt - Takeout and 10

5. Raise Take Out

3pts - Takeout and remaining
disks total 30+
2pts - Takeout and total 25
1pt - Takeout and total 20

6.Threading the
Needle

3pts - 20 scored (without
touching your own button)
2pts - 15 (without touching
your own button)
1pt - 15 or 20, but touched your
own button

7. Soft Touch

(oppenents button doesn not have to
be removed)
3pts - Scoring a 20
2pts - Winning on the board
1pt - Having the buttons in a “tie”
position on the board

8.Little Tripper

3pts -Triple made
2pts - Double made, contact
with all three
1pt- Any double

9. Big Tripper

3pts- 3 off and shooter in 10
2pts - Triple made
1pt - Any double

10. Enemy at
the Gates

(oppenant also has a 20)
3pts -Double and total 25+
2pts - Total more than the
oppenant
1pt -Tie the opponents score

BONUS

Razzle Dazzle

3pts - Double and 20
2 pts - Touch both and 20
1pt - Double and stay in 15

